
 
  

Dear AMWA members,  
 

As one of our many contributions to advocate for health, wellness, and preventive 
medicine, we in the Diversity and Inclusion Section would like to publish a cultural cookbook 

to commemorate the AMWA Centennial Meeting.  Our goal is to have 100 recipes for the 
long anticipated 100th anniversary of our great organization! 

 
So far we have been asking members like you to please send in any cultural recipes (i.e. a 

family recipe, a recipe that was offered by a patient, a recipe that you found interesting that the 
author would be ok in us using, etc.) to be added in our cookbook; unfortunately we have 
received a small number of recipes.   

 
We need your help in reaching our goal of 100 recipes!  As a way to promote 

healthy alternatives for the working professional, we are hoping that this cookbook will provide 
a diverse and educational way to help break the monotony of everyday meals.  And at the same 
time highlight the many different cultural backgrounds that make up our organization and 
make it outstanding.  
 
Here is what we would like for the cookbook (besides cultural recipes): 

 Any information created by you that describes the significance, cultural importance, 
and/or history of certain ingredients in cultural meals (i.e. spices, okra, etc.)  

 Any evidence-based review produced by you that provides the pros and cons of a type of 
diet (i.e. Vegetarian, Vegan, “American” diet, Weight Watchers, Jenny Craig, Atkins, and 
even about the so called “air and sunlight” diet that was in the news earlier this year) 

 
If there are other things that you think should be added to the cookbook, please let us know.  
We are open to suggestions!   

 
We would like to have all submissions sent in by Thursday October 30th.  Please have 

your submissions sent to AMWAdiversityandinclusion1@gmail.com as well as a picture 
of the meal and a professional self photo.  Those who send us a submission will be 
recognized in the cookbook.  So please spread the word to your colleagues and others! 

 
This published book will be in each registration bag as a free gift to those who attend the 
AMWA Centennial Meeting in April!  

 
Please email us at AMWAdiversityandinclusion1@gmail.com if you have any questions. 
Thank you so much and looking forward to your submissions.  
 
Sincerely,  

AMWA Diversity and Inclusion Section 
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